A Time Out To Serve: Across the Pacific and on to Tokyo

by Wey Simpson

(Part Four) (conclusion)


You can guess the general reaction. My parents had to wade through a nearly two-page letter that I wrote on January 6th sounding off in very strong terms. Many of us also wrote our Congressmen. Didn’t do much good, but certainly helped relieve the internal pressure that was building up. We were prisoners of the mind-set that “The war is over! Send us home!”

It happened that Secretary of War Patterson visited Japan in the midst of this turmoil. I’m sure that he somehow got the general feel of the emotions that were running strongly just then. Apparently one can protest too much. It was later reported in Stars and Stripes that two reporters had been transferred for “disloyalty.” One of them was Sergeant Ken Pettus, who had earlier been editor of the “New Dealer,” a very liberal publication headquartered in Washington State. I wrote home, “I never liked his politics, but it is still a free country.”

There were a few positives in the first days of 1946. We enjoyed the first ice cream since we had shipped out, and also got the first bottled Coca-Cola we had seen overseas. It tasted a lot better than the fountain version. In the new year I found myself spending more and more time in the Supply Room. I thought this might become a permanent assignment. Otherwise one pulled guard duty or KP.

Then, in the middle of the month, our First Sergeant sought me out and told me, “You will go over to Personnel and learn to clerk. Our present clerk there is becoming our troop clerk. This will be a break for both of you and you will both get better ratings.”
might be a good year after all. I had already had a taste of it, and I thought it was a "swell job." The work entailed making up payrolls, keeping records on individual soldiers, and handling bond schedules, among other things. Being able to type was a requirement because of Deer Park High School for its typing class. Whenever there was a large movement of personnel, or when it was payroll time, we could be very busy. But it challenged the mind a lot more than KP or guard duty. I guess it helped to have friends in the right place. Moving into Regimental Personnel resulted in some major changes in my life. I worked regular hours, which of course could expand if we had a heavy workload needing immediate attention. It was more mentally challenging. And with regular work hours I had some free time. Thus I could see some of Japan and more of Tokyo — and have a chance to better know the land of the former enemy.

Once a group of us visited Radio Tokyo (imagine that), and I termed it the nicest building I had seen in the city. Another time we attended a performance by the Nippon Philharmonic at Hibiya Public Hall — it was at four thousand feet above sea level. It was cloudy at the peak so we only got occasional glimpses of the iconic mountain top. The trip through the Japanese countryside was instructive. The small towns and villages, and the intensive farming, gave us a better picture of Japan. The road was narrow and some of the drop-offs took one's breath away. On the return trip we came out at the head of Tokyo Bay, passing through some picturesque villages.

In February the mail issue raised its head again. Delivery of mail slowed to a crawl. The mail took so long that even the navy, who had been so enthusiastic about sending mail to their troops, decided to limit the mail to important mail only.

The 77th Infantry Division was deactivated, and the men not eligible to go home were assigned to other outfits. The 8th Regiment got a number of them, so work picked up in Personnel. We had new records to integrate into our system — we had to bring them up-to-date and file their records with the appropriate unit. An extra work load until it was all under control.

The Japanese government decided to issue new currency. Strong controls were instituted, aiming at curbing black market activity. Wages were also controlled. After turning in their money, the Japanese were only allowed 400 Yen a month in return. We had to convert our Yen as well.

Another advantage I now had was that I was free from most of the parades and other such activities in which the Division took part. The parade grounds were next to the Imperial Palace. I missed marching for a delegation from the United Nations. Other dignitaries the division put on a show for were former President Herbert Hoover and General Dwight Eisenhower. I avoided the parade for ex-president Hoover, but the salute to General Eisenhower was on a Sunday, the 12th of May, so I did take part. "Ike" even visited our billet and spent some time in our Hobby Horse Inn. That act apparently was widely covered by the US press.

I thought this showed what kind of a person the General was. I wrote home, "He told us he was so deeply appreciative of the review on our free time and that he didn't want to keep us very long. He said he had three things to tell us. First, we were doing a very important job. Second, from what he had seen we were doing a magnificent job. Third, he visited many troops, but we were the best he had seen." That was nice to hear. Of course I'll bet the buttons on the First Cavalry brass were ready to pop off their jackets.

Later there was a story in the Stars and Stripes about Eisenhower dressing down a Colonel because of a complaint he had heard from an ordinary GI. Because the review for General Eisenhower took up our morning, that Sunday's religious services were delayed until the afternoon. I had been asked to do a solo — which of course I did — but I was beginning to feel the results were not too good. Still I was asked to sing again. On some occasions I was also asked to perform at the Hobby Horse Inn. But, I had a feeling that I was not performing...
at the top of my game. Maybe reality was setting in.

Among our extra duties, one of us from Personnel would occasionally serve as Charge of Quarters (CQ) in the Regimental Headquarters office. Mainly we would be posted in the Colonel’s outer office during off duty hours — just in case. Similar duty was required of one of us every Sunday in the Personnel Office.

Armed Forces personnel are allowed to wear ribbons on their dress uniforms designating their honors and places of service. I was entitled to the Good Conduct Medal, Philippine Liberation Ribbon — with one campaign star, Asiatic Pacific Ribbon — with one campaign star, World War II Victory Medal, and the Combat Infantry Badge. Not a lot compared to the “long-timers,” but I was still glad to be able to wear them. I now had a lot more time to get acquainted with Tokyo, and to sample some of the amenities that were available to service personnel. One of the theaters that survived the bombings was re-named the Ernie Pyle Theater to honor the revered war correspondent who had died in the last days of the European conflict. A group of us went there to view the movie “I Ring Doorbells,” following which we enjoyed another amenity at the theater, a roof garden. We could just relax and view that part of Tokyo.

There was a barbershop where the hair was cut by young Japanese women. I availed myself of this service once, just to say I did.

The downtown PX was also a must-visit site. It was large and offered a lot of things that were not available at the regimental PX. That included ice cream and hamburgers.

The American Red Cross also had a facility downtown which we visited on several occasions, just to escape “the Army life” for a brief time.

Once a friend and I were downtown, shooting photos around the Imperial Palace. Then we stopped at another place for rest and relaxation — The Banker’s Club. From there we took a rickshaw to the Ernie Pyle Theater. On the way we passed the massive Dai Ichi Building (Dai Ichi meant Number One) which was Allied Headquarters in Japan, and where General MacArthur headquartered. Just then the general was leaving the building. He had an imperial bearing, ideal for the job of managing the occupation of Japan. There was always a crowd of ordinary Japanese around the front of the building, and as he walked out they would bow politely.

After reaching the Ernie Pyle Theater we went up to the Roof Garden. It turned out that Paramount was filming some footage for their newsreel of the off-duty activities available to our service personnel. As luck would have it, we were photographed. However, we never knew whether we made it onto the screen or to the cutting room floor.

Considering we could see movies and live performances, get our haircut, shampoos and shaves, and enjoy ‘goodies’ from the PX, it’s small wonder that the Ernie Pyle became one of our favorite off-duty destinations.

In June, G Troop was transferred from the 8th Cavalry’s headquarters to a remote location for at least a couple of months. Since I had to remain at the headquarters to do my job, we were given special detail designation so we could remain behind. This allowed a move into a small two-man room which I shared with Verne Thom. Verne hailed from Minnesota, and helped run the Regimental Laundry. We had some trouble locating a room. The first one we picked out was claimed by F Troop and they didn’t want us there. We finally located one, far enough from the Orderly Room, but close enough to our jobs. Some friends in the Provost Marshal’s Guard said they could get some Japanese workers to fix up our room. They put up shelves and added other amenities that made our room more functional. After group living for all these months, the privacy seemed really strange. We could now have our own radio, and could listen to the Armed Forces Radio Service.

One thing about the military, you get used to standing in line for everything — to eat, to get shots, to get mail, to get paid, to get supplies. You name it. I once wrote home: “I imagine if I ever see a line when I get home, I’ll just fall in at the end.”

Just a Little More Time

In early April my friend, our Troop cook, “Swede” Olson from Aberdeen, and I decided to take the train to Kamakura to see the famous Buddha there. The train took us through Yokohama on an hour long trip. Kamakura was the first capital of Japan under the current dynasty. We visited a Shinto Shrine (Shintoism was the official religion of Japan). There was a museum with antiquities dating back as far as 700 years. The Buddha

The Dai Ich building; General Headquarters for the occupation. Dai Ich means “number one” or “the first” in Japanese. It had been a bank.

The Ernie Pyle Theater.
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Ralph “Swede” Olson, one of our mess crew, and myself standing in front of the huge Buddha at Kamakura.
was a 700-year-old statue that was cast in bronze and had withstood a tidal wave and several earthquakes. It was also the largest Buddha in Japan. We also viewed the "Goddess of Mercy," a gold-plated figure that stood 300 feet tall.

There was a Japanese tearoom where a boxed lunch was provided by the Red Cross. The trip consumed a full day. It was enjoyable and grounded us better in the culture of Japan.

One of the givens in overseas service was that we got a free carton of cigarettes on a routine basis. Since I didn’t smoke, my smoking friends were willing to buy them from me. That provided most of my spending money. I sent most of my pay home.

At the end of April I finally got my Corporal stripes. I had been due the stripes for a while, but ratings were limited, especially since we had accumulated a number of ratings when we got the men from the 77th Division.

About the same time our work schedule changed. Our day now started at 7:30 a.m., we worked until 11, a two hour break followed and then we finished the day with a 1 p.m. to 3:30 stint. This was an hour and a half less than previously. There would still be days when the work load demanded we work well beyond that time frame.

Late in May we housed a group of Scots known as "The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders." Dressed in their kilt uniforms and playing bagpipes and drums, they were performing at the Ernie Pyle Theater. They also performed on our regimental parade grounds and ate in our mess hall. I got to know several and became quite close to one of the fellows. They spent about ten days with us. Later they would be back for another ten.

A July announcement from the War Department said that all men with 24 months service at the end of September were to be shipped home by that date. That would of course include me. I expressed doubts. In early July we had to process out 98 men, and that was one of the smaller groups. We were sending home a lot of men.

Near the end of July we had a group of 24-month vets who were eligible to go home. They were supposed to ship out from the regiment on Wednesday. That was also the day that a General was supposed to inspect the regiment. A Lieutenant Colonel, our Regimental Executive Officer, said the orders should be delayed until Friday so that they would be available for the inspection. This meant that they might miss their troop transport. The Regimental Commander, Colonel Roberts, learned of the order and got in touch with the 8th Army and reserved space for the men on the ship they were supposed to take. They wouldn’t be delayed.

The sending of men home continued. At the same time there was a growing shortage of personnel to meet the Army’s operational needs. Many ‘special duty’ men were pulling guard duty. We were not getting replacements for the men going home. We feared a general freeze in our theater of operations until more replacements arrived.

Life moved on while we waited. Verne and I, on a couple of occasions, used a couple of bicycles the Red Cross had acquired. Thus we were able to see parts of Tokyo that were off the beaten path. It was, however, rather punishing to our muscles. In late July we got beds with springs and mattresses to replace our folding cots and air mattresses. I wrote: “I’ll never get out of bed, now.”

In July the military also issued its own currency that could be used only at military facilities. We still had to have Japanese currency to buy anything from a Japanese business. Another interesting twist.

Early in August I became Chief of the Service Records Section, and also a general troubleshooter. Lieutenant White, who headed the Personnel Office, gave me a lot more responsibility, which meant more work, but was a lot more interesting. I was now doing a Staff Sergeant’s work, but still a two-striper. Personnel tried hard to get me my Sergeant’s stripes, but most troops didn’t want to give up a rating to someone that was not in their organization. This brief period was the most satisfying of my entire service experience. Too bad the opportunity came so late. Being busy and challenged made a real difference to me.

The top people in Personnel urged me to re-enlist for 18 months. I would probably have gotten me a Tech Sergeant’s rating, which meant decent pay and I could have saved a wad of money. I suspect you know my answer. The call of home was too strong, I said, “Thanks, but no thanks.”

It was nice to know I was valued, and...
I’ve sometimes wondered how my life might have changed if I’d jumped at the opportunity. A few days later I finally got my Sergeant’s stripes. This required that I transfer to “A” Troop, which was not stationed at head-quarters, so I was then attached to my old “G” Troop for rations — i.e. where I ate. Fairly late in my stay in Japan I had two opportunities to visit homes in Tokyo. A friend from the Chaplain’s office had access to a Jeep, one day he drove me to a missionary’s home. The lady who ran the home was an American who had been in Japan for 25 years. They also operated an orphanage and were grateful for the help offered by many GI’s.

We also visited a home of a Christian Japanese family. They had traveled much of the world, even having lived in Los Angeles. The father was a doctor, they had two boys and three girls. The oldest I described as the loveliest Japanese girl I had seen. She was 24 and married to a doctor. The oldest son was serving in the US Army and planned to study medicine when he was discharged. We had a standing offer to return to visit again, which sadly never happened.

In those final days we were extremely busy in the office. We worked up rosters for Division payroll which were due by the 15th of August. The 14th was the first anniversary of the Japanese surrender and was supposed to be a day off. I figured we’d get the holiday when we could. I had expected to be relieved of duty near the end of September. On the 28th of August we were advised that on September 1st or 2nd I would qualify to leave Division and begin the process of going home. On the 31st I cabled home to announce the news. But, with 150 men leaving, I would have to work until the last minute. Another friend from Personnel, Walter Coil of California, was to leave at the same time.

We actually left for the Replacement Depot on the 3rd of September. We were there only briefly. Then it was another troop ship experience.

I’ll only note that on our crossing of the Pacific we hit a very violent storm and for several days we were required to stay below deck. It was a pretty rough ride. On September 20th we docked in Seattle. What a joy to see our homeland again. The first stop was Fort Lawton, then to Fort Lewis to muster out. Getting out of the Army was almost as complicated as getting in. However, this time there didn’t seem to be much of a hurry. We had a lot of time to kill, so on several occasions a group of us took the bus into Tacoma. I finally got to Spokane on the morning of October 1st. My parents met me at the train, and for the first time in over a year and a half we were able to talk to each other face to face. I would still technically be in the Army until I had used up all of my accrued leave time, which meant a few more weeks. But, it was goodbye uniform and welcome civilian clothes.

It was over, so who was I now? I was two years older, a decade wiser, and I hope I was more caring and compassionate. I learned to appreciate doing a job well. I experienced for the first time in my life other cultures, and I think I came home more sensitive to the differences that exist around the world. While I didn’t really want to go into the military, I have always valued the experience and how it helped shape my life. I met a lot of wonderful fellows, a few not so, but that’s life. I learned how to take what comes and deal with it in the best way I could. I learned to treasure our freedoms very deeply. And I came to recognize that when people work together, great things can be accomplished.

One of the things I took away from this experience was a better understanding of the diversity and general beliefs of other parts of our country. Thinking back to my good friends, they came from such diverse states as Iowa, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, South Dakota and New York. These were in addition to the fellows I’ve mentioned in this story. We all represented different
The majority of the history we report is only scratching the surface. We need to take every opportunity to look beyond that. And if so, it’s likely to be supportive of a First Nations cultural tradition.
Regarding the store, Mary said, “At first it was just a little shoe repair shop. Dad worked at the shop and at Deer Park’s sawmill too. The shop’s owner — I think his name was Storze or something close — wasn’t too honest. He ran up a bunch of debts and had to leave town. Dad decided to just take over for full time. I must have been about three or four years old when that happened. From the little shoe repair shop Dad expanded until his establishment was the biggest dry goods store in Deer Park.

We lived in an apartment over the store. I recall that on occasion one of the town drunks, after losing all his money, would stand in the street and throw rocks up at our windows. Then the store owner would say something like, ‘Mike, I’m broke. Can I borrow enough money to get home?’ Afterwards Dad would say, ‘Some day that guy will just drop dead. Then I won’t get my money back.’

“I remember when the Indians would come to town. In back of our store was a big open area. So when the Indians drove down from up north — maybe they were from Colville, I just don’t know — they would camp in that space behind dad’s store. They’d stay for maybe a week. I use to have a bunch of buckets, hand them out with the huckleberries that they brought in to pay for the shoes and stuff that they wanted from Dad.

“The town people were distrustful of them, but they were always honest so far as I could see when it came to dealing with Dad.”

During our interview Mary apologized several times for the fact that she didn’t have any photos or other memorabilia to share. The box of pictures she brought along for the interview was a pale reflection of the boxes containing her life’s remembrances. As far as currently known, none were ever recovered.

... a burning sky ...
Minutes of the
Clayton/Deer Park Historical Society — July 11, 2015 —

In attendance: Pete Coffin, Judy Coffin, Don Reiter, Mary Jo Reiter, Betty Burdette, Bill Sebright, Mark Wagner, Marilyn Reilly, Kay Parkin, Bob Gibson, Sue Rehms, Sharon Clark, Ella Jenkins, Lonnie Jenkins, Lorraine Nord, and Bill Pirps.

Society President Bill Sebright called the meeting to order at 9:01 AM. He reported: 1) The Eagle repair will begin the first week in August. The finished color of the Eagle will be determined after the present paint has been removed. At the last meeting $650 was donated to the Eagle Repair Fund. Since then $400 more has come in. 2) Bill filled out an application for the Heritage Network Grant. We will find out the amount at the THN meeting which is July 20. 3) Mark filled out the application for us to be an official 501C-3 tax exempt organization. We were able to fill out the EZ version. It will cost us $400 that Mark will donate. We will get a $200 grant from Avista when we have our letter of determination. 4) Bill filled out the paperwork for our Settlers booth. We should be in the same place as last year.

Society Treasurer Mark Wagner reported: The main checking account ended the month at $7,424.50 with deposits totaling $868.00 and a check written for $389.84 to Discount Sign Warehouse for equipment, including $125.00 for enhancement features. Secretary Grace Hubal reported by email: 1) She sent out eight thank you notes for Eagle donations. 2) She delivered the Clayton School 100th Anniversary postcards and signs to Odynski’s Accounting and the Gardenspot Market. The postcards will be sold for $.50 each.

Society Vice President Pete Coffin reported: 1) Gave Richard Hastings of Spokane’s Liberty Ciderworks a field trip to locate Arcadia Orchard apple trees that could supply enough apples to make an historical apple cider. 2) Provided David Benscoter (the apple historian) the 1917 Deer Park Union article documenting the types of apples and the number of boxes shipped out. 3) Researched the Garver property at the SE corner of Burroughs and Monroe Roads to document the sequence of ownership from the Northern Pacific Railroad through the middle 1950s as recorded on the Metsker ownership maps. Supplemental biographic material was also extracted from Ancestry.com files. 4) Provided an historic photograph of Deer Park’s Main Avenue with the Yoke store sign to Yoke’s Graphics Department. Took pictures of the 2004 Nostalgia Magazine article on the Yoke’s business and found a 1946 Deer Park Union newspaper article describing the sale of Young’s grocery to Marshall Yoke. 5) Sent the Spokane Indian Archaeologist maps of the Springdale and Long Lake Railroad right of way that include the Deer Park Lumber Wellpinit logging branch from Mike Denuty’s Mortarboard paper. In addition, I provided Deer Park Union newspaper articles on the 1920’s Reservation timber sale and Libby pictures of the logging operation from the MAC. Pete will be going to the MAC for more early telephone research.

Print editor Wally Parker reported by email: 1) 125 copies of July’s Mortarboard (#87) have been printed for distribution. The online version is pending. 2) The July issue is a Special Edition retrospective on the old Clayton School. It draws heavily on materials previously published by the Society. 3) It should be possible to print extra copies of the July Mortarboard for distribution at this summer’s events should such prove necessary. 4) The next edition of the Collected Newsletters is still under construction. More than likely it will be August or September before it’s ready to go into print. 5) The August edition of the Mortarboard will conclude Wey Simpson’s “A Time Out to Serve.” That issue is currently about 50% complete, and I hope it will be ready in time. 6) Events of the last several weeks has bolstered concerns regarding the susceptibility of a system in which only one...
person understands the complexity of setting up and publishing the newsletters. Just be advised that there are likely to be times when the newsletters will not be forthcoming in a timely manner. I’ve no suggestions to make in this regard. I’m only alerting everyone to the possibility.

Webmaster Marie Morrill reported:

1) No report.

Penny Hutten reported by email that the Westerners don’t have meetings in July and August, but you can open the link pasted in the box below to access a list of the Westerners summer activities, including two tours of the “forgotten” Lewis and Clark Trail, and a tour of part of the “Old Colville Military Road, Indian Agency Home, and the Kalispel People.”

There was some discussion about helping Wally out with publications. Jeff Lilly’s name was mentioned as someone who has publishing experience. Betty Burdette inquired about pictures of the Happy Home Church. She talked about the many new improvements that have been made to the church in recent years. Betty has fond memories of the church. Pastor Dennis Christianson gave the Society a 3-ring binder of the Church’s history a few years ago.

Wednesday, July 8, was the 6th and last Planning Committee meeting for this year’s Brickyard Day. We think we are as ready as we will be for the 100th anniversary celebration of the opening of Clayton School. We have one more meeting to go over the good and bad points of the Day, August 5. So if you have any constructive criticism, come to the meeting or talk to a committee member.

Next meeting: Saturday, August 8, 2015, at 9 AM at the Clayton Drive-In.

Meeting adjourned at 9:45 AM.

The Society meeting minutes submitted by Mark Wagner, acting Secretary.

Westerners summer activities link — http://www.westernersspokane.org

Society Contacts

We encourage anyone with observations, concerns, corrections, or divergent opinions regarding the contents of these newsletters to write the society or contact one or more of the individuals listed below. Resultant conversations can remain confidential if so desired.

C/DPHS, Box 293, Clayton, WA 99110
Bill Sebright, President — sebrightba@gmail.com — (509) 276-2693
Peter Coffin, Vice-President — pcffn@q.com
Grace Hubal, Secretary — hubals@msn.com
Wally Lee Parker, Editor of Print Publications — bogwen100@msn.com — (509) 467-9433
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